Hudson is an HR consultancy firm with over 35 years of experience. Our mission is very simple: to provide
support to organisations by developing their human capital.
We can only succeed in this mission if we ourselves hire unique HR professionals. As a member of our
Hudson team, you have an impact on organisations, their employees and jobseekers every single day.
Are you interested in HR and do you want to join more than 250 enthusiastic Hudson colleagues in making a
difference? Then you are the person we are looking for!
We are currently hiring a m/f to support our team in Ghent:

.NET Web Developer
Rekrutering & Selectie

Hudson invests in innovation. We have an in-house Research & Development department with a strong
international scope. For over 20 years, the R&D team has been developing innovative HR solutions that
are recognised as top products. These web applications professionalise our clients’ selection and talent
management processes and support thousands of end users across the world in their daily challenges. To
strengthen our development team, we are looking for a .NET Web Developer.
•

You

participate

in

the

development

and

continuous

innovation

of

our

HR

solutions.

•

You are eager to learn and have a passion for the Web and for developing software in .NET.
You hold a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree and have a number of years’ work experience
as a .NET Developer. You have excellent knowledge of web-related technologies and
work smoothly with ASP.NET MVC, WCF, jQuery, SQL Server and Entity Framework.

•

In your role, you work on diverse projects and are involved throughout the entire application
lifecycle, from analysis to deployment. Together with your colleagues, you continuously work
on innovating our solutions. In doing so, you use CSS/SASS, TypeScript, JSON, SignalR, etc.

•

You cooperate smoothly in agile teams and are able to complete individual assignments successfully. You
are both analytical and critical and have an eye for detail. You take initiative and are hands-on. You are able to
work independently and to communicate convincingly. You express yourself fluently in Dutch and English.

•

You are looking for a dynamic working environment in which you will get the chance to develop your
potential further. You seek a combination of intellectual challenges, focus on new technologies, team
spirit, and doing what you like to do. We offer you a multidisciplinary working environment that provides
you with numerous opportunities to learn new things and to take on new challenges and responsibilities,
in an easily accessible location on the outskirts of Ghent.

Interested in working for a highly ambitious organisation?
Send your CV and cover letter, citing reference number BE759624, to hr.careers@jobs.hudson.com today.
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